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Abstract

BACKGROUND—It has been demonstrated that regular exercise improves the quality of life in patients undergoing treatment for lung cancer and has been associated with reductions in cancer-specific mortality in patients with colon and breast cancer. The direct effects of cardiovascular exercise on lung cancer tumor biology, however, remain unknown. The authors evaluated the effects of cardiovascular exercise in a mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma.

METHODS—Luciferase-tagged A549 lung adenocarcinoma cells were injected through the tail vein of nude male mice. Then, the mice underwent weekly bioluminescent imaging until lung tumors were clearly identified. After lung tumors were identified, the mice were randomized to daily wheel running versus no wheel running, and they were imaged weekly. After 4 weeks, all mice were killed, and the lung tumors were harvested. Western blot and immunohistochemical analyses were conducted on tumor tissues to identify potential differences in protein expression levels in exercising mice versus sedentary mice.

RESULTS—Lung tumors in exercising mice grew significantly more slowly relative to sedentary mice. There was no change in the development of metastatic lesions between the 2 groups. Protein analysis by Western blot or immunohistochemical analysis demonstrated increased p53 protein levels in exercising mice relative to sedentary mice as well as increased mediators of apoptosis, including Bax and active caspase 3, in tumor tissues. In both groups of mice, no normal tissue toxicity was observed in other organs.
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This study demonstrates that daily cardiovascular exercise reduces lung tumor growth in mice, and tumor apoptosis is increased. Therefore, exercise should be explored further as a potential anticancer therapy.
CONCLUSIONS—Daily cardiovascular exercise appears to mitigate the growth of lung adenocarcinoma tumors, possibly by activation of the p53 tumor suppressor function and increased apoptosis.
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INTRODUCTION

Regular exercise provides immense health benefits, including reduced rates of many chronic health conditions such as obesity, cardiovascular disease, and diabetes.\(^1,2\) Current recommendations set forth by the World Health Organization include at least 150 minutes of moderate-intensity aerobic physical activity throughout the week for adults ages 18 to 64 years to promote cardiorespiratory and muscular fitness and bone health and to reduce the risk of depression.

The relation between cancer and exercise continues to evolve. It is well known that regular exercise is associated with a reduced risk of developing a variety of cancers, including colon, breast, esophageal, pancreas, endometrial, and ovarian cancers.\(^3,4\) In addition, large epidemiologic studies have demonstrated that regular exercise after a diagnosis of breast or colon cancer significantly decreases the rate of cancer-related mortality.\(^5,6\) Thus, it appears that exercise may have tumor-mitigating properties across a spectrum of malignancies; however, the molecular mechanisms behind such clinical findings are poorly understood. Specifically in relation to lung cancer, it has been demonstrated that exercise improves quality of life in patients undergoing active treatment.\(^7\) However, it is unknown whether exercise after a diagnosis of lung cancer plays any role in the biology of the disease itself.

Non-small cell lung cancer remains 1 of the most deadly malignancies, with a 5-year survival rate of only 15%. Approximately 80% of newly diagnosed lung cancers are non-small cell, and approximately 50% of such cancers harbor a mutation in the tumor suppressor p53,\(^8\) which plays an important role in a multitude of biologic pathways, including DNA repair, cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis, senescence, autophagy, and metabolism.\(^9-11\) In addition, p53 maintains genomic integrity by responding to cellular stress and DNA damage through cell-cycle arrest and DNA repair or induction of apoptosis. In lung cancers with wild-type p53, proper function of p53 is often inhibited by negative regulators such as mouse double minute 2 homolog/E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase Mdm2 (MDM2) and the p53 regulator MDMX. Thus, anticancer therapies aimed at activating wild-type p53 could prove useful in the treatment of lung cancer.

The current study examines the effects of daily exercise on a mouse model of lung adenocarcinoma, examining the clinically relevant endpoint of primary lung tumor growth. We demonstrate that daily cardiovascular exercise abrogates the growth of lung tumors. Furthermore, we explore potential biologic mechanisms underlying the tumor-mitigating effects of exercise and demonstrate that increased p53 levels and apoptosis in tumors from exercising mice may be a potential mechanism by which exercise reduces lung adenocarcinoma tumor growth.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials

D-Luciferin was purchased from BD Biosciences (San Jose, Calif). Ketamine hydrochloride/xylazine hydrochloride solution was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Mo). Active caspase 3-specific antibodies were purchased from Cell Signaling Technology (Danvers, Mass). Bax, Actin, and p53 antibodies were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, Calif), and B-cell leukemia/lymphoma 2 (Bcl2) antibody was obtained from Calbiochem (Darmstadt, Germany). B-cell lymphoma-extra large (Bcl-XL) and Bak antibodies were purchased from Epitomics (Burlingame, Calif). All other reagents were obtained from commercial sources unless otherwise stated.

Cell Line and Cell Culture

The luciferase-expressing cell line A549-luc-C8, which was derived from A549 human lung adenocarcinoma cells by stable transfection of the North American firefly luciferase gene, was purchased from Caliper Life Sciences, Inc. (Hopkinton, Mass). Cells were cultured in RPMI 1640 medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum in 5% CO₂ at 37°C.

Lung Cancer Mouse Model

Six-week-old, male, severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID)-beige mice were purchased from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, Mass) and housed under pathogen-free conditions. All animal treatments were undertaken in accordance with protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Emory University. A549-luc-C8 cells (5 × 10⁵) in Dulbecco phosphate-buffered saline (Mediatech Inc., Manassas, Va) were injected intravenously through the tail vein of mice.

Establishment of A549 Lung Adenocarcinoma Mouse Xenografts

Six-week old, male, SCID-beige mice underwent tail vein injection with A549 lung adenocarcinoma cells (5×10⁵ cells/200 μL Dulbecco phosphate-buffered saline) that were previously transfected with luciferase. Mice underwent bioluminescent imaging twice weekly until lung tumors were confirmed. Exercising mice and sedentary mice were fed the same diet, which consisted of 23% crude protein, 4.5% crude fat 4.5%, 6% crude fiber, and 2.5% added minerals.

Exercise and Lung Tumor Growth

After lung tumors were detected with bioluminescent imaging, 10 mice were randomized to no activity (cages with no running wheels), and 10 mice were randomized to exercise (cages with running wheels present). The physical activity of the sedentary mice was not specifically controlled for, because cages with no running wheels provide minimal opportunity for activity. Running wheels were obtained from Mini Mitter (Bend, Ore). Exercise was monitored by a digital wheel revolution counter that converted revolutions to kilometers. Mice underwent whole-body bioluminescent imaging weekly, and they were euthanized after 28 days. Lung tumor volume was assessed using weekly bioluminescent imaging to detect the mean photon count, which has been strongly correlated with tumor
volume.\textsuperscript{12} Bioluminescent imaging also was used to gain a temporal understanding of tumor growth at various time points. This methodology has been proven useful in animal models of cancer secondary to an increase in the amount of biologic information obtained relative to tumor weight measurements, the noninvasive approach of bioluminescent imaging, and foregoing the need to euthanize multiple groups of mice to obtain information for various time points throughout a study.\textsuperscript{12}

**Lung Tumor Tissue Analysis**

After the mice were euthanized, tumors were removed from the lungs, snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at \(-80^\circ\text{C}\). Immunohistochemistry and Western blot techniques were used to analyze specific proteins within tumors.

**Statistics**

Comparisons of bioluminescent mean photon counts between exercise and sedentary mice were made using 2-tailed paired \(t\) tests. Comparisons between the numbers of active caspase 3-positive cells in exercising versus sedentary mice also were made using 2-tailed paired \(t\) tests. Quantification of Western blot bands was performed using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health, 1997–2012; available at: imagej.nih.gov/ij/; Accessed March 14, 2014).

**RESULTS**

**Establishment of Lung Tumors and Daily Exercise Regimen**

To study the effects of daily cardiovascular exercise on lung cancer progression, lung tumors were established in 20 male, 6-week-old, SCID-beige mice after tail vein injections of luciferase-tagged A549 lung adenocarcinoma cells. Luciferase-tagged A549 cells that had an appropriate bioluminescent imaging signal are displayed in Figure 1A, and lung tumors that were established in mice after tail vein injection are displayed in Figure 1B. Tumors are observed localized to the lung on both dorsal and ventral views. After lung tumors were confirmed by bioluminescence imaging, mice were randomized to sedentary living in a cage with no running wheel versus daily, voluntary cardiovascular exercise by placement in cages with running wheels. Wheel revolutions were tracked, and the average number of meters per day traversed by exercising mice was calculated (Fig. 1C). The average number of meters ran per day per mouse ranged from 600 to 1200 meters and was fairly consistent from week to week. Mice underwent weekly bioluminescent imaging throughout the 4-week course to assess for tumor growth and the development of distant metastasis.

**The Effects of Cardiovascular Exercise on Lung Tumor Growth**

Figure 2A displays weekly bioluminescent images from 5 representative mice in the exercise and sedentary cohorts throughout the 28-day period. Lung tumors appear to be growing less rapidly in the exercising mice, and an easily observed, less robust tumor burden is observed within the lungs. We observed slower growth of lung tumors in exercising mice compared with sedentary mice, as indicated in Figure 2B, which compares the change in mean photon counts over time between 10 exercising mice and 10 sedentary mice (\(P < .01\)). The photon counts from sedentary mice continued to rise steadily throughout the experimental time course; however, photon counts from exercising mice stabilize after...
10 days and do not increase after that time point. There was no difference in the development of distant metastasis between the 2 groups, because no mouse developed distant disease.

**Analysis of Intratumoral Proteins**

Four weeks after the establishment of lung tumors, the mice were euthanized, and the tumors were extracted from the lungs. Studies were undertaken to determine possible biologic mechanisms leading to the slower tumor growth observed in exercising mice. Western blot analyses for specific proteins were performed on homogenized lung tumor tissue. We speculated that exercise may be inducing apoptosis and examined the proteins involved in p53 driven apoptosis. Figure 3A displays protein expression of p53, MDM2, Puma (a Bcl2 binding component), Bcl-XL, Bak, and Bax. Levels of the p53 protein were strongly increased in exercising mouse lung tumors relative to sedentary mouse lung tumors, and ImageJ quantification revealed up-regulation by 1103% ($P < .01$) relative to sedentary mouse lung tumors. In addition, levels of the proapoptotic proteins Bax and Bak were higher in exercising mouse tumors relative to sedentary mouse tumors, indicating that p53-driven apoptosis is occurring in exercising mouse tumors. ImageJ quantification demonstrated Bax up-regulation by 179% relative to sedentary mice ($P < .02$) and Bak up-regulation by 140% ($P = .1$; non-significant). Figure 3B displays the results from an immunohistochemical analysis for active caspase 3 and demonstrates increased levels of this apoptotic intermediary in lung tumors from exercising mice relative to lung tumors from sedentary mice. $t$ tests were performed to compare the number of cells that stained positive for active caspase 3, and significantly more staining was observed in tumors from exercising mice ($P < .001$). These findings suggest that cardiovascular exercise leads to impaired tumor growth because of increased levels of p53 and subsequent p53-driven apoptosis.

**Physiologic Changes in Weight, Organ Function, and Normal Tissue Morphology**

An ideal anticancer therapy differentially attacks tumor cells relative to normal tissues. To determine whether exercise-induced apoptosis was selective to tumor cells, we examined both the morphology and the function of normal tissues from exercising and sedentary mice as well as changes in body weight. Figure 4A demonstrates the change in weight of exercising versus sedentary mice, with no statistically significant differences in weight. Surprisingly, exercising mice maintained slightly higher weights than sedentary mice. This is an important point, because weight loss is a well known factor associated with poor prognosis in humans with lung cancer, and exercise and the increased caloric expenditure could lead to unintended weight loss. However, we did not observe weight loss in exercising mice.

No differences were observed in the bone marrow function of mice, and the levels of white blood cells and erythrocytes were equivalent between exercising mice and sedentary mice. Alanine transaminase levels were slightly lower and blood urea nitrogen levels were slightly higher in exercising mice, however these levels still fall closely within the normal ranges for these laboratory values, and such changes are not clinically significant, indicating that exercise is not adversely affecting liver or kidney function (Fig. 4). Figure 4 displays microscopy of organs, including the brain, heart, liver, spleen, kidney, and small intestine,
DISCUSSION

Exercise and improved cardiorespiratory fitness decrease the risk of developing cancer, as made evident by large, population-based studies. The mechanisms behind the protective effect of exercise on carcinogenesis is likely multifactorial and includes boosting host immunity and reducing chronic inflammation, both of which have been reported to reduce carcinogenesis. Additional plausible mechanisms include the activation of DNA repair enzymes and a reduction in oxidative stress by exercise-induced antioxidants.

Beyond reducing the risk of developing cancer, large population-based studies have demonstrated the protective effects of exercise on mortality from breast cancer and gastrointestinal cancer. The mechanisms behind such observed protective effects are largely unknown, and hypotheses include an improved innate immune response, alterations in insulin levels, and changes in endogenous reproductive hormones. In lung cancer specifically, the influence of exercise on cancer-related mortality is less defined. Although it has been demonstrated that exercise decreases the risk of developing lung cancer, it is unknown whether exercise after a diagnosis of lung cancer affects cancer-related mortality.

To our knowledge, an association between exercise and tumor apoptosis has not been previously reported. However, apoptosis is a well described mechanism of action for a multitude of anticancer therapies, including radiation therapy and a variety of chemotherapeutic agents. Apoptosis, or programmed cell death, involves orchestrated cellular changes, including nuclear and cytoplasmic condensation, DNA degradation, membrane blebbing, and cellular fragmentation into apoptotic bodies. Suppression of apoptosis is a well described hallmark of cancer, and targeting both the extrinsic and intrinsic pathways of apoptosis is an active area of ongoing cancer research.

In the current study, we have demonstrated that daily exercise significantly reduces local tumor growth in a mouse model of lung cancer. We cannot draw any conclusions regarding the effects of exercise on the development of distant metastases, because no animal developed distant disease. Mechanistically, tumors from exercising mice exhibit higher levels of p53 and Bax, suggesting that exercise may be increasing p53-driven apoptosis. Apoptosis is the hallmark of p53 tumor suppression; and, in our study, tumors from exercising mice had increased apoptosis with higher levels of active caspase 3. However, to more definitively determine whether p53 function is necessary for exercise to confer a reduction in tumor burden, genetic manipulation of p53 would be required. Our group is currently undertaking further experiments, including a study of the effects of exercise in a mouse model of lung cancer derived from p53 mutant cell lines. This will likely clarify whether wild-type p53 is necessary for exercise to reduce tumor burden.

In healthy patients, exercise is a known promoter of p53 translocation into the mitochondria in skeletal muscle as well as increased p53 phosphorylation, which is associated with
increased protein stability and activity.\textsuperscript{24,25} To our knowledge, exercise-induced increases in p53 protein levels within a malignant tumor have not been reported. It is well known that p53 acts as a quintessential tumor suppressor gene by inducing cell-cycle arrest, apoptosis and senescence. Within cancer research, drugs aimed at improving tumor suppression through p53 have largely been unsuccessful. Thus, demonstrating that exercise increases p53 levels in lung tumors may have broadly reaching implications for a wide range of malignancies.

These results represent novel findings, because increased levels of functional p53 protein were observed in lung tumors from exercising mice. Although A549 lung adenocarcinoma cells do not contain a recognized p53 mutation, our sedentary mouse lung tumors did demonstrate impaired p53 levels, with no measurable p53 protein and a phenotype consistent with a rapidly growing lung tumor. Many p53 wild-type tumors exhibit similar behavior because of increases in negative regulators of p53, such as MDM2.\textsuperscript{26} In the current study, exercise increased p53 protein levels in mouse lung tumors and subsequent apoptosis within lung tumors, without any changes in normal tissue morphology or normal organ function. Thus, exercise is likely stabilizing wild-type p53 proteins and rendering them more effective at tumor suppression. Essentially, cardiovascular exercise is restoring function of the p53 tumor suppressor in nonmutated p53 lung adenocarcinoma tumors (A549 adenocarcinoma cells do not harbor a p53 mutation). It is unknown, however, whether exercise is advantageous in tumors that harbor a p53 mutation, and further work to clarify this important point is ongoing.

The activation of p53 within lung tumors in mice undergoing exercise is a novel finding and lends a biologic mechanism to population data suggesting an association between exercise and improved cancer outcomes. The current study demonstrates reduction of lung tumor growth in exercising mice, possibly through restoration of p53. Furthermore, we demonstrate increased apoptosis in lung tumors from exercising hosts, a key function of p53 tumor suppression. Future research directions include studying cell-cycle arrest and the less well defined metabolic functions modulated by p53.

Central to the idea of exercise as adjunct therapy is the ability to use an exercise regimen in the clinical setting. Cancer patients often suffer from both disease-related and treatment-related fatigue, weight loss, and generalized malaise. This collection of symptoms may make it difficult to engage in daily exercise. However, a phase 2 randomized trial has been conducted in women with breast cancer who were receiving neoadjuvant chemotherapy in which they were randomized to receive either doxorubicin plus cyclophosphamide or the same chemotherapy regimen with 3 weekly, supervised, moderate-intensity to high-intensity aerobic training sessions. The results demonstrated an 82\% rate of attendance to aerobic training sessions and a 66\% rate of adherence to the planned exercise routine along with improvements in cardiopulmonary function in exercising women.\textsuperscript{27} Thus, it appears that exercise can be safely implemented in patients with cancer under controlled and carefully monitored conditions.

Caveats to this study include other potential mechanisms at play that may influence lung tumor growth beyond apoptosis. It is likely that, although our findings support apoptosis,
other mechanisms also may be involved, including the endocrine system and the modulation of complex hormone pathways by exercise. An association between elevated insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1) and breast cancer risk has been demonstrated in both premenopausal and postmenopausal women.\textsuperscript{28,29} It is plausible that reductions in IGF1 caused by exercise could be involved in promoting apoptosis, because it is known that IGF1 inhibits apoptosis.\textsuperscript{30} IGF1 and other endocrine pathways were not analyzed in this study, but future directions for research include an investigation of these pathways in relation to exercise, apoptosis, and reduced tumor growth.

Our current study demonstrates the beneficial effects of exercise on lung adenocarcinoma tumor growth in mice. Targeting tumor suppressors by pharmacologic means has proven to be difficult, but exercise appears to be a promising anticancer therapy that improves p53 tumor suppressor function. However, further studies are needed to determine whether the mechanism behind exercise-induced tumor reduction is reliant on p53 alone. Future research directions include exploratory studies in humans examining the effects of cardiovascular exercise on lung cancer progression.
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Figure 1.
A mouse lung adenocarcinoma model was established with luciferase-tagged A549 cells (A549-luc-C8) injected through the tail veins of immunocompromised mice. (A) This is an example of successful bioluminescent imaging of luciferase-tagged A549 cells. (B) Lung tumors were established within mice using bioluminescent imaging. (C) This chart illustrates the average number of meters per day traversed by exercising mice throughout the course of the experiment.
Figure 2.
Exercise repressed lung tumor growth in vivo. (A) Whole-body images were taken weekly of 5 representative mice in each cohort (individual pictures of all mice are not shown because of space limitations). Each row depicts lung tumor growth of an individual mouse tumor over 4 weeks. (B) Changes in mean photon counts in lung tumors over time are compared between sedentary (control [Ctrl]) mice versus exercising mice (all mice; there were 10 mice in each group), with sedentary mice exhibiting a significantly more rapid increase in mean photon counts.
Figure 3.
Exercise induces the up-regulation of p53 and apoptosis in tumor tissues. (A) Western blots for various proteins involved in apoptosis are shown. Tumors from exercising mice had increased levels of p53 and Bax relative to sedentary mice. MDM2 indicates mouse double minute 2 homolog/E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase Mdm2; Puma, B-cell leukemia/lymphoma 2 (Bcl2) binding component; BCL-XL, B-cell lymphoma-extra large; Bax and Bak, proapoptotic Bcl2 family members. (B) In immunohistochemical analysis for active caspase 3, significantly higher levels of this apoptotic intermediary were observed in lung tumors from exercising mice compared with lung tumors from sedentary (control [Ctrl]) mice.
Figure 4.
Toxicity analyses are illustrated. (A) The average change in weight of sedentary (control [Ctrl]) mice versus exercising mice is illustrated. No statistically significant differences were observed. (B) White blood cell (WBC) counts, erythrocyte (RBC) counts, platelets (PLT), blood urea nitrogen (BUN) levels, alanine transaminase (ALT) levels, and aspartate transaminase (AST) levels for exercising versus sedentary mice. No significant differences were observed, with the exception of slightly elevated BUN and slightly decreased ALT in exercising mice. These changes, however, remain clinically insignificant and fall closely within the normal range for mice. (C) Normal tissue morphology is illustrated in various organs. No differences were appreciated between exercising and sedentary mice.